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 .0 Hello all, Here is my problem, i want to install only the applications on my sim card (not the complete rom). So i bought this one (it is a working rom for a sim without but with a builtin computer). It came with a test mode, i set it up, and tried installing the applications but some of them didn't work... - when i chose INSTALL VIA WIFI there is a problem (the dialog says: "a problem occured
during installation") and i don't know why. - when i chose INSTALL VIA USB there is a problem (the dialog says: "error occured during copy to usb" and i can't understand why) - i don't know how to install the applications hope someone can help me. thanks in advance. EDIT: - is there a.zip file with applications or i have to do this one by one? EDIT 2: I took the zip file of the rom from here : and
the apps from here (but i don't think they are in.zip format): and i made a small patch of it to make it work (i got some help from a friend in this) and i changed the on screen keyboard application from stock to cleartouch with the gapps. However, i got a problem when i try to install via WIFI the test mode, i can't install it, and when i choose USB the rom won't open. I can install and run the apps via

USB but i don't know how to create a flash drive to put on the computer... I searched a lot on the internet and i have found nothing about that... Can someone please help me with this? FILED 82157476af
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